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Volvo VNR 660 Specifications

CAB

Type 61” Sleeper

Interior height
81.5” between seats
100.2” rear of sleeper

Interior width
83.5” door to door
with 75” x 36”mattress

Wheelbase per axle configuration
193”-217” 4x2
191”-225” 6x4

Wheelbase: alternate configurations
179”-215” 6x2 Tag
224”-236” 6x2
Adaptive Loading

VOLVO D11 ENGINE*

Rating 325-425 hp / 1250-1550 lb-ft.

Base configuration 4 cycle / Inline Six

Emissions SCR Selective Catalytic Reduction

Injection system Common-rail

Compression ratio 17:1

Full dress weight, lbs. (kg.) 2259 (1025)

VOLVO I-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

Description Automated manual transmission

Dry weight w/clutch and oil cooler lbs. (kg.) 720 (327) or 805 (365)

Max torque capacity ft-lb. (nm) 1900 (2600)

Gear ratios 14.94 to 41.08

*VNR 660 comes standard with Volvo D11 engine.  Volvo D13 engine also available depending on application requirements.



Sometimes it’s good to be a 
Light Sleeper
Weight sensitive applications. Multi-night regional runs.
When stops at home are more spread out on your regional routes, Volvo now has high-roof sleeper 
options which provide an ideal solution. The 164" bumper to back-of-cab length reduces the truck’s 
weight and allows for a wide range of trailer combinations for increased cargo capacity. The spacious 
sleeper areas provide extra room for catching up on paperwork or relaxing, and ample storage to 
keep your living area organized.  

The advantages are easy to see
The new Volvo VNR 660 features the 
shorter hood design of the VNR product line. 
It offers optimized visibility for the driver, 
excellent maneuverability in urban areas, and 
easy docking in tight spaces. The Volvo D11 
engine paired with the Volvo I-Shift 
transmission comes standard. Every VNR 
660 also includes the next generation Volvo 
Active Driver Assist collision mitigation 
system.

Spacious interior
The VNR 660 high-roof configuration can 
comfortably accommodate overnight stops, 
and is a practical solution for local and 
regional routes. There is ample room for a 
refrigerator, microwave, and television with 
storage above the driver and passenger seats. 
The VNR 660 sleeper comes equipped with 
the Volvo Premier trim level interior, which 
includes wood-grain trim for the dash and 
cabinetry.


